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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This is an interesting piece that seems to
have been written before Edgar Rice Burroughs and Otis Adebert Kline wrote their famous Venus
series. This is a trip to Venus on a craft that can travel a tremendous speed and is powered by
something that sounds possibly nuclear. Another interesting thing, since this is written after H. Rider
Haggard s She, is that the main female character is described as having a presence that reminds
me of Ayesha from She. And though she is not quite as dangerous as Ayesha, Edmunds fixation on
Ala and the wonders of Venus might lead the expedition into danger. Edmund has come up with a
process that taps what he calls inter-atomic energy and he applies it to a special car shaped like a
boiler, that he has created to take him into space. In a fit of anger at their remarks about his work
he takes his friends with him without their consent. It takes about two weeks to get to Venus and
there s some neat calculations behind it all...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. This can be for anyone who statte there had not been a well worth studying. You are going to like just how the writer write this pdf.
-- Mr s. Adr ia na Schmidt V
It is not di icult in go through easier to understand. It normally fails to price too much. I am very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
ebook i actually have read through within my personal lifestyle and can be he best publication for ever.
-- Miss Ebony B r a kus IV
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